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Using a new method, we generalize the blow up and existence result from
P. Baras and J. A. Goldstein (1984, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 284, 121–139) to heat
equations on the Heisenberg group. In doing so we need to overcome the difficulty
that the equation in this case is both degenerate and of variable coefficients.
Comparing with the Euclidean case, an interesting new result is that solutions can
blow up even when the singularity of the potential is weaker than the inverse square
of the distance function. © 2001 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
Define Ha=−D−a/|x|2 on C
.
0 (R
n−{0}). By Hardy’s inequality, the
symmetric operator Ha is nonnegative iff a [ ((n−2)/2)2; any self-adjoint
extension of Ha has spectrum all of R if a > ((n−2)/2)2. Let Aa be the
Friedrichs extension of Ha when a [ ((n−2)/2)2 or any self-adjoint exten-
sion when a > ((n−2)/2)2. The Cauchy problem
du
dt
+Aau=0, u(0)=f ¥ L2(Rn)
is well-posed in L2(Rn) for a [ ((n−2)/2)2; it is not well-posed for
a > ((n−2)/2)2, but it has many global solutions as can be shown using
the spectral theorem. The question about the existence of nontrivial non-
negative solutions is more subtle and depends on delicate arguments
based on the maximum principle. This question was settled by Baras and
Goldstein [BG1].
In that paper they discovered a critical behavior of the Cauchy problem˛Du(x, t)+ a|x|2 u(x, t)−“tu(x, t)=0, x ¥ Rn, t > 0,
u(x, 0)=u0(x).
They found that if a > ((n−2)/2)2 then the above problem has no non-
negative solutions except u — 0 and if a [ ((n−2)/2)2, positive weak
solutions do exist. One notes that the critical value of a is in fact the best
constant in the Hardy’s inequality. It is well known that singularities of the
type a/|x|2 with a > 0 belong to a border line case where both the strong
maximum principle and Gaussian bounds in [A, LY] fail. Such V also lie
outside the Kato class potentials which have been studied extensively. The
result in [BG1] stimulated several interesting results in the study of heat
equations with singular potentials. Some recent developments can be found
in the papers [GP, CM, VZ, AP, MS].
The proof in [BG1] relies on the Hardy’s inequality and scaling proper-
ties of the heat equation in Rn and in general the result fails for parabolic
equations with variable coefficients in the principal part. Naturally one
wants to know to what extent the result in [BG1] can be generalized to
equations with variable coefficients in the principal part or to degenerate
equations.
One of the most important degenerate equations is the heat equation on
the Heisenberg group. Over the last decades there has been considerable
progress in the study of subelliptic operators. The prototype of such
operators is given by the subelliptic Laplacian on the Heisenberg group Hn
and its associated heat operator on Hn×R. For the reader’s convenience
we give an account of the basic definitions and concepts while referring the
details to the papers [G, GL, St] and the references there. Recall that the
Heisenberg group of degree n ¥ N is the Lie group whose underlying
manifold is R2n+1 endowed with the group law
(x, y, l)(xŒ, yŒ, lŒ)=(x+xŒ, y+yŒ, l+lŒ+2(OxŒ, yP−Ox, yŒP)).
In the above x, xŒ, y, yŒ ¥ Rn, l, lŒ ¥ R. A basis for the Lie algebra of left
invariant vector fields on Hn is given by
Xj=
“
“xj
+2yj
“
“l , Yj=
“
“yj
−2xj
“
“l , j=1, 2, ..., n.
The subelliptic Laplacian on Hn is defined as D=;nj=1 (X2j+Y2j ). The
heat operator on Hn is D−“t. Note that the ‘‘missing direction’’ L= ““l is
recovered by the commutator [Xj, Yk]=−4djkL.
An important group of automorphisms on Hn is given by the Heisenberg
dilations
da(x, y, l) — (ax, ay, a2l), a > 0, (x, y, l) ¥Hn.
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The distance function on Hn is defined by
d(x, y, l)=((|x|2+|y|2)2+l2)1/4.
The distance between two points ti — (xi, yi, li) ¥Hn, i=1, 2, is given by
d(t1, t2)=d(t
−1
1 t2).
The goal of this paper is to show that a critical behavior for the heat
equation on the Heisenberg group with certain singular potentials also
occurs. Comparing with [BG1], there are some additional difficulties in
establishing the result. First of all the unperturbed heat equation on the
Heisenberg group is degenerate. As mentioned earlier we are forced to
search for a different method. Second, it is not clear what should be the
correct analogue of the inverse square potential in the current setting.
It turns out that the correct replacement for the inverse square potential
is given by a non-radial function
V(z, l)=
a |z|2
|z|4+l2
=const.
|Nd|2
d2
.
Here and later we write z=(x, y), x, y ¥ Rn and |z| is the Euclidean norm
of z ¥ R2n. Nd=(X1d, ..., Xnd, Y1d, ..., Ynd) is the gradient of d taken with
respect to the horizontal directions. V is homogeneous of degree two with
respect to the dilations dl. Note that the above function has a weaker
singularity than the inverse square function in the Euclidean case. A hint
for the presence of the function comes from the counterpart of the Hardy’s
inequality for Hn, first proven in [GL], which takes a different form from
the Euclidean case. More specifically, one has
Theorem [GL]. Let f ¥ C.0 (Hn), then
((q−2)/2)2 F |z|
2
|z|4+l2
f2(z, l) dz dl [ F |Nf(z, l) |2 dz dl.
Here q is the homogeneous dimension 2n+2 and N=(X1, ..., Xn, Y1, ..., Yn)
is the subelliptic gradient.
We will give an alternative proof of the above theorem in Section 3 of
the paper. This proof also immediately shows that the constant ((q−2)/2)2
is sharp.
Throughout the paper we keep the same notions of solutions as in
[BG1], to which we refer for details. The following theorem is the main
result of the paper.
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Theorem 1.1. (i) Suppose a > ag=((q−2)/2)2=n2. Then the problem
˛Du(z, l, t)+ a |z|2|z|4+l2 u(z, l, t)−ut(z, l, t)=0,
u(z, l, 0)=u0(z, l), (z, l)=(x, y, l) ¥Hn, t ¥ (0, T], T > 0
(1.1)
has no nonnegative solutions except u — 0.
(ii) Suppose a [ ag. Then the above problem has a positive solution for
some u0 > 0.
Remark 1.1. (a) As indicated in the proof, the validity of the theorem
is based only on three properties of the potential and the underlying space:
the Hardy inequality, a scaling property and the parabolic Harnack
inequality. So the result of the paper can be generalized further to other
spaces and operators satisfying the above properties. In a recent announ-
cement [CM], Cabré and Martel, among other things, indicated a short
and interesting proof of the result in [BG1] for the case of bounded spatial
domains. That method seems difficult to apply to our case of degenerate
equations in the whole space.
(b) For a [ ag=n2, the Cauchy problem (using the Friedrichs
extension) for (1.1) with initial data u0 ¥ L2(Hn) is well posed, and
u(z, l, t) \ 0 holds for all z, l, t provided u0 \ 0. There will be additional
positive solutions for certain u0 ¥ Lp(Hn)0L2(Hn) with p ] 2, but we will
not characterize all of them here. In [BG1], this was done for
ut=Du+(a/|x|2) u with p=1, a [ ((n−2)/2)2 and x ¥ Rn. See the final
remark at the end of Section 3 for some examples in the current case.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Proof of the Blow Up Part. In this section we will use capital X, Y, and
Z to denote points in Hn.
The beginning of the proof of the blow up result is similar to that in
[BG2]. Recall that we are considering the heat equation
Du+Vu−ut=0,
where
V(X)=
a |z|2
d(X)4
[
a
d(X)2
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with a > ag, where X=(x, y, l)=(z, l) and d(X)4=|z|4+l2. As mentioned
earlier V=a |Nd|2/d2. When Hn is replaced by Rn, d(x)=|x| and this
expression for V(x) reduces to a |x|−2.
For any positive integer k \ 2 we introduce the regularized function
Vk=
a |z|2
k−4+d(X)4
.
Let us prove that −D−Vk is not nonnegative. From Hardy’s inequality
(see Section 3) we know that the operator −D−V is not nonnegative i.e.,
there exists f ¥ C.0 such that
F |Nf(X) |2 dX < F V(X) f(X)2 dX.
Since Vk is non-decreasing and Vk Q V a.e. as kQ., we have
F |Nf(X) |2 dX < F Vk(X) f(X)2 dX
when k is sufficiently large. Using the Heisenberg dilation, we also know
that −D−V1 is not nonnegative, which implies that −D+Vk is not non-
negative for every k \ 1. Therefore the operator −D−Vk has a negative
eigenvalue. This is so because Weyl’s theorem can be easily generalized to
the present setting. For reader’s convenience we give a brief account of the
matter. Recall Weyl’s theorem [K], which says that if both A, A+B are
selfadjoint and B(l−A)−1 is compact, then A and A+B have the same
essential spectrum, that is, the two spectra differ by only isolated eigen-
values of finite multiplicity. Now A=−D is nonnegative and Vk is a
bounded function which vanishes at infinity; we identify Vk with the opera-
tor B which multiplies by it. Let BR be B times the characteristic function
of the ball B(0, R) …Hn. Then BR(l−1)−1 is compact, since the domain of
−D (on the L2 space based on a bounded subset of Hn, equipped with its
graph norm) is compactly embedded in L2(Hn) by Rellich’s theorem.
Since B(l−A)−1 is a norm limit of the compact operators BR(l−A)−1
(as R tends to infinity), it too is compact. Since the quadratic form of
A+B=−D−Vk takes negative values (because a > ag), this operator must
have a negative eigenvalue. Its eigenvalues are bounded below (since A+B
is); thus if there are infinitely many such eigenvalues they can be written as
a sequence converging to zero.
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For a positive integer k, let Gk be the heat kernel of Hk — −D−Vk(X).
Clearly Gk is non-decreasing as k increases. It is enough to establish that
lim
kQ.
Gk(X, t; Y, 0)=.(2.1)
for all X, Y ¥Hn and t > 0.
Let lk be the ground state energy of Hk and let fk be the corresponding
wave function, i.e. fk ¥ L2(Hn), ||fk ||L2=1, Hkfk=lkfk and fk(X) > 0 for
all X.
Since Vk=k2V1(dkX), where dk is the Heisenberg dilation, a scaling
argument implies
fk(X)=kq/2f1(dkX)=kn+1f1(dkX), lk=k2l1.
We claim that
Gk(X, t; X, 0) \ e−tlkf2k(X)=k2n+2e−tk
2
l1f21(kX).
The following is a proof of the claim.
For j > 0, let Gk, j be the Dirichlet heat kernel of Hk on B(0, j). Since the
resolvent is compact, we have
Gk, j(X, t; Y, 0)=e−lk, jtfk, j(X) fk, j(Y)
+ C
.
m=2
e−tlk, j, mfk, j, m(X) fk, j, m(Y),
where lk, j and fk, j are the ground state energy and ground state respec-
tively. lk, j, m and fk, j, m are the other eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunc-
tions. Consequently
Gk, j(X, t; X, 0) \ e−lk, jtfk, j(X)2.
Using the weak maximum principle and following standard variation
arguments we have
lim
jQ.
Gk, j(X, t; X, 0)=Gk(X, t; X, 0), lim
jQ.
lk, j=lk.
We also need to show that limjQ. fk, j(X)=fk(X) for each X. To this end,
let us recall that ||fk, j ||L2(B(0, j))=1 and Vk is L.. Hence the standard
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subelliptic theory shows that there exists Ck > 0 depending only on k such
that ||fk, j ||L.(B(0, j)) [ Ck. When j is sufficiently large we have, for some
d > 0,
lk [ lk, j [ −2d < 0.
By the decay property of Vk, there exists R0 > 0 such that
Vk(X)+lk, j < −d
when d(X) \ R0. This shows that the operator D+Vk+lk, j satisfies the
maximum principle in B(0, R0)c. Let u0 be the weak solution of Du0+Vku0+
lk, ju0=0 in B(0, R0)c, u0(X)=Ck, X ¥ “B(0, R0) and u0(X)Q 0 when
d(X)Q 0. Since Du0−du0 \ 0, clearly
fk, j(X) [ u0(X) [ c1e−c2d(X)
when d(X) \ R0 and j is sufficiently large. Here c1 and c2 are independent
of j. Now it is clear that fk, j(X) converges weakly and pointwise to a
nonzero function which must be fk. This proves the claim.
By the Harnack inequality
f1(Z) \ be−ad(Z)
holds for all Z and some a, b > 0. Here is a short proof of the lower bound
for f1. Since V1 is a bounded function, by the Harnack inequality, there
exists a constant C such that
sup
Y ¥ B(X, 2)
f1(Y) [ C inf
Y ¥ B(X, 2)
f1(Y)
for any X ¥Hn. Given Z, let m be the smallest integer such that m \
d(Z)+1. Since the segment {yZ | 0 [ y [ 1} can be covered by at most m
interconnected balls of radius 2, we have
f1(0) [ Cd(Z)+1f1(Z),
which gives the desired lower bound.
Since l1 < 0, the above implies
Gk(X, t; X, 0) \ bk2n+2 exp(−tk2l1−2akd(X))Q.(2.2)
as kQ. for all t, X.
The remainder of the section is devoted to proving limkQ. Gk(X, t; Y, 0)
=. for all X, Y and t. This is accomplished by a carefully designed
Harnack chain argument. The proof is divided into several lemmas.
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Here is a word about notations. Since 0 [ Vk(X) [ a/d(X)2, from the
proof, it will be clear that the following lemmas are valid for each Gk and
the constants there are independent of k. For this reason, we will drop the
subscript k from Gk or Vk unless stated otherwise.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose d(X)2, d(Y)2 [ a1t for some a1 > 0. Then there
exist positive constants c1, a such that
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ c1 1 t1/2d(X)2−a 1 t
1/2
d(Y)
2−a G(Z, t/8; Z, 0)
where a is a linear function of the constant a in Theorem 1.1. Here Z is a
point such that d(X, Z)=(a1t)1/2.
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when a1=1. Let c be a minimal
geodesic connecting 0 and X. We extend c to infinity and pick Z on c such
that d(X, Z)=t1/2 and d(0, Z)=d(0, X)+d(X, Z). For simplicity we
parameterize c by arc-length and take c(0)=X and c(t1/2)=Z. Here we
remark that the ratio between the distance d and the length of minimal
geodesic is bounded away from zero and infinity. So the above choice is
always possible up to a constant multiple. We take that constant to be 1 for
simplicity.
For nonnegative integers i we write Yi=c(2 idd(X)) with d ¥ [1/2, 1]
to be determined later. Clearly Yi, Yi+1 ¥ B¯(Yi+1, 2 idd(X)) … B(Yi+1,
2 idd(X) 11/10). For
YŒ ¥ B(Yi+1, 2 idd(X) 11/10),
we have
d(YŒ, 0) \ d(0, Yi+1)−d(Yi+1, YŒ) \ (2 i+1−2 i11/10) dd(X)
=2 idd(X) 9/10.
Therefore, there is C > 0 such that
bi — sup
B(Yi+1, 2
i
dd(X) 11/10)×(0,.)
|V(YŒ) | [ Ca
22id2d(X)2
.
Suppose u is a positive solution to (1.1), by the Harnack inequality stated
in Corollary 5.4 of [S-C1], we have for XŒ, YŒ ¥ B¯(Yi+1, 2 idd(X)) and
s > sŒ,
ln[u(YŒ, sŒ)/u(XŒ, s)] [ C 5d2(XŒ, YŒ)
s−sŒ +
1bi+1sŒ 2 (s−sŒ)6 .
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Taking YŒ=Yi+1, XŒ=Yi, sŒ=2t−22(i+1)d2d(X)2, and s=2t−22id2d(X)2,
we have, for a
C2=c3ec4a > 0,
u(Yi+1, 2t−22(i+1)d2d(X)2) [ C2u(Yi, 2t−22id2d(X)2).
(2.3)
Since t1/2/d(X) \ 1, there exists a d ¥ [1/2, 1] such that
k=log2
t1/2
dd(X)
is an integer. For such an integer k we have
Yk=c(2kdd(X))=c(t1/2)=Z, 2t−22id2d(X)2=t.
Iterating (2.3) k times we obtain
u(Z, t) [ Cc log2(t
1/2/(dd(X)))
2 =[c3e
c4a]c log2(t
1/2/(dd(X))) u(X, 2t).(2.4)
Therefore there exists a=c5+c6a > 0 such that
C(t1/2/d(X))−a u(Z, t/2) [ u(X, t).(2.5)
In the above d ¥ [1/2, 1] is absorbed into C. Repeating the above process,
we have, for a Z1 such that d(Y, Z1)=t1/2 and d(Z, 0)=d(Y, 0)+
d(Y, Z1),
C(t1/2/d(X))−a u(Z1, t/4) [ u(Y, t/2).(2.6)
Applying the above inequalities to the first entries of G, we have
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ C(t1/2/d(X))−a G(Z, t/2; Y, 0)(2.7)
=C(t1/2/d(X))−a G(Y, t/2; Z, 0)
\ C(t1/2/d(X))−a (t1/2/d(Y))−a G(Z1, t/4; Z, 0).(2.8)
Next we need to find a lower bound for G(Z1, t/4; Z, 0). From our con-
struction, we have t1/2 [ d(Z) [ 2t1/2 and t1/2 [ d(Z1) [ 2t1/2. Clearly we
can form a chain of a fixed number of parabolic cubes satisfying:
(i) each cube is of size t1/2/4 in the spatial direction and t/16 in the
time direction;
(ii) the first cube covers (Z1, t/4) and the last covers (Z, t/8);
(iii) adjacent cubes have a gap of ct in the time direction and the
centers of the adjacent cubes have a distance no greater than ct1/2 in the
spatial direction;
(iv) for each (Z, y) in the cubes d(Z) \ ct1/2 for some c > 0.
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Along this chain, we have, by (iv),
V(Z) [
a
d(Z)2
[
a
c2t
.
By the Harnack inequality, for any (Zi, yi) in the ith cube we have
G(Zi+1, yi+1; Z, 0) [ eC sup VtG(Zi, yi; Z, 0).
Since Vt [ C along the chain, we have
G(Zi+1, yi+1; Y, 0) [ CG(Zi, yi; Y, 0).
Multiplying the above together we have
G(Z, t/8; Z, 0) [ CG(Z1, t/4; Z, 0)(2.9)
since there are a fixed number of cubes. This shows
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ C(t1/2/d(X))−a (t1/2/d(Y))−a G(Z, t/8; Z, 0). L
Lemma 2.2. Suppose d(X, Y)2 \ a1t, d(X)2 \ a2t and d(Y)2 \ a2t, then
there exist positive constants c1, c2 such that
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ c1e−c2d(X, Y)
2/tG(Y, t/2; Y, 0).
Proof. Without loss of generality we take a1=a2=1. Since d(X, Y)2
\ t, we can form a chain of parabolic cubes such that
(i) each cube is of size dt/d(X, Y) in the spatial direction and
[dt/d(X, Y)]2 in the time direction;
(ii) the first cube covers (X, t) and the last covers (Y, t/2);
(iii) adjacent cubes have a gap of c[dt/d(X, Y)]2 in the time direc-
tion; and the centers of the adjacent cubes have a distance no greater than
cdt/d(X, Y) in the spatial direction;
(iv) for each (Z, y) in the cubes d(Z)2 \ ct for c > 0 depending on b
and d;
(v) the number of cubes along this chain is chosen as
k=cd(X, Y)2/t. In the above d > 0 is a fixed number.
Let us provide the details of the construction. Since d(X)2, d(Y)2 \ t,
clearly we can find a curve l in Hn connecting X and Y such that L(l) [
A0d(X, Y) and for each point Z on the curve d(Z)2=d(Z, 0)2 \ A1t. Here
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A0 and A1 are positive constants. Choosing the center of the parabolic
cubes along l×[t/2, t] one can easily construct a chain of parabolic cubes
satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), and (v). That (iv) also holds follows from the
following argument.
Let (Z, s) be a point in one of the cubes. Then there exists a Z0 ¥ l
such that d(Z, Z0) [ dt/d(X, Y). Hence d(Z, Z0)2 [ d2t2/d(X, Y)2 [ d2t.
Therefore
d(Z, 0)2 \ C[d(Z0, 0)2−d(Z, Z0)2] \ C[A1t−d2t] \ ct,
where d is a small fixed number.
Along this chain, we have, by (iv) and for some cŒ > 0,
V(Z) [
a
d(Z)2
[
cŒ
t
.
By the Harnack inequality, for any (Zi, yi) in the ith cube we have
G(Zi+1, yi+1; Y, 0) [ eC sup V[t/d(X, Y)]
2
G(Zi, yi; Y, 0).
Since V[t/d(X, Y)]2 [ at [t/d(X, Y)]
2=at/d(X, Y)2 [ C along the chain,
we have
G(Zi+1, yi+1; Y, 0) [ CG(Zi, yi; Y, 0).
Multiplying the above together we have, by (v),
G(Y, t/2; Y, 0) [ Ccd(X, Y)
2/tG(X, t; Y, 0). L
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Part I. d(X, Y)2 [ t. We only need to verify (2.1). If both d(X)2 and
d(Y)2 [ 4t, then by Lemma 2.1,
G(X, t; Y, 0) \min 31 t1/2
d(X)
2−c2, 14
×min 31 t1/2
d(Y)
2−c2, 14 G(Z, t/8; Z, 0)
for some Z such that d(X, Z)=t1/2. Hence, by (2.2),
Gk(X, t; Y, 0) \min 31 t1/2d(X)2−c2, 14
×min 31 t1/2
d(Y)
2−c2, 14 bkn exp(−tk2l1/8−2ak |z|).
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Consequently Gk(X, t; Y, 0)Q. when kQ., unless either d(X)=0 or
d(Y)=0. If both d(X) and d(Y) are zero, by (2.2), we are done. So let us
assume Y=0 and d(X) ] 0. By the reproducing formula and the maximum
principle
Gk(X, t; 0, 0)=F
Hn
Gk(X, t; t/2) Gk(Z, t/2; 0, 0) dZ
\ F
1 [ d(Z) [ 2
Gk(X, t; Z, t/2) G0(Z, t/2; 0, 0) dZ.
Here G0 is the heat kernel of the free Laplacian. This clearly shows
limkQ. Gk(X, t; 0, 0)=0.
Next we assume d(X)2 \ 4t. However, this implies d(Y)2 \ t. Otherwise
we would have a contradiction:
d(X, Y)2 \
d(X)2
2
−d(Y)2 > 2t−t=t.
So we are in the situation:
d(X, Y)2 [ t, d(X)2 \ 4t, d(Y)2 \ t.
Applying the Harnack inequality in the cube Q=B(X, 4t1/2/3)×(t/4, t),
we have
G(Y, t/2; Y, 0) [ eC supQ VTG(X, t; Y, 0).
Since for (Z, s) ¥ Q, V(Z) [ a/d(Z)2 [ c/(d(X)2−16t/9) [ c/t, we have
G(Y, t/2; Y, 0) [ CG(X, t; Y, 0).
As in the last paragraph the above implies Gk(X, t; Y, 0)Q. when kQ..
This completes part I.
Part II. d(X, Y)2 \ t. Since d(X, Y)2 \ t we have either d(X)2 \ t/4
or d(Y)2 \ t/4. If both inequalities hold then by Lemma 2.2 we have
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ c1e−c2d(X, Y)
2/tG(Y, t/2; Y, 0).
As in part I, this shows Gk(X, t; Y, 0)Q. when kQ..
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Next we can assume, by symmetry, that d(X)2 \ t/4 and d(Y)2 [ t/4.
Let us pick a point Z such that d(Y, Z)2=t/16 and d(Z, 0)=
d(Y, 0)+d(Y, Z). For the arguments of G following the semicolon, using
the same Harnack chain argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we
obtain, as in (2.5),
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ c(t1/2/d(Y))−a G(X, t; Z, t/2).(2.10)
Since d(X, Z)2 \ t/16, d(X)2 \ t/4, and d(Z)2 \ t/16, we can apply
Lemma 2.2 to conclude
G(X, t/2; Z, 0) \ c1e−c3d(X, Z)
2/tG(Z, t/4; Z).
Clearly
d(X, Z)2 [ 2d(X, Y)2+2d(Y, Z)2 [ 2d(X, Y)2+4d(Y)2+4d(Z)2
[ 2d(X, Y)2+2t.
Hence
G(X, t/2; Z, 0) \ Ce−c3d(X, Y)
2/tG(Z, t/4; Z, 0).(2.11)
Combining (2.10) and (2.11) we have
G(X, t; Y, 0) \ C 1 t1/2
d(Y)
2−a e−c3d(X, Y)2/tG(Z, t/4; Z, 0).
This and (2.2) again implies
Gk(X, t; Y, 0) \min 31 t1/2d(Y)2c2, 14 bkn exp(−tk2l1/8−2ak |z|)Q.
when kQ., unless Y=0. If Y=0, then the formula below again yields
the desired result,
Gk(X, t; 0, 0)=F
Hn
Gk(X, t; Z, t/2) Gk(Z, t/2; 0, 0) dZ
\ F
1 [ d(Z) [ 2
Gk(X, t; Z, t/2) G0(Z, t/2; 0, 0) dZQ..
Here G0 is the heat kernel of the free Laplacian. This proves the blow up
part of Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of the Existence Part. We will use the original idea in the paper
[BG1], using the computations given in Section 3. Since the argument is
similar, we will be brief.
Let uk be the solution to (1.1) with V replaced by the truncated potential
Vk. This time we have a [ ((q−2)/2)2.
Let f(X)=d(X)−a, and follow the approximation argument on page 125
of [BG1]; we obtain
F uk(X, t) f(X) dX+F
t
d
F uk(−Df) dX
[ F t
d
F Vk(X) uk(X, s) dX ds+F uk(X, d) f(X) dX.
As in [BG1],
F uk(X, d) f(X) dXQ F f(X) u0(X) dX
when dQ 0. Therefore
F uk(X, t) f(X) dX+F
t
0
F uk(−Df) dX dx
[ F t
0
F Vk(X) uk(X, s) dX ds+F u0(X) f(X) dX.
From the remark in the appendix, by choosing a=n, we have
−Df=Vf \ Vkf.
Consequently
F u(x, t) f(X) dX [ F f(X) u0(X) dX,
and therefore if
F f(X) u0(X) dX <.
we conclude that uk(X, t) increases to a finite limit u(X, t) as kQ., for all
t and for a.e. X. As in [BG1], u is a solution to (1.1). L
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3. ANOTHER PROOF OF THE HARDY’S INEQUALITY
ON HEISENBERG GROUP
In this section we will give a different proof of the following theorem in
[GL], which is an equivalence of the Hardy’s inequality in the Euclidean
case. Our proof, modeled after an argument in [D, p. 166], also immedi-
ately shows that the constant ((q−2)/2)2 is sharp.
Theorem [GL]. Let f ¥ C.0 (Hn), then
((q−2)/2)2 F |z|
2
|z|4+l2
f2(z, l) dz dl [ F |Nf(z, l) |2 dz dl.
Here q is the homogeneous dimension 2n+2.
Proof. For s > 0 and k < 0 write
f=[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k.
Direct computations show that
“2f
“x2i
=16k(k−1)[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−2 (|x|2+|y|2)2 x2i
+4k[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−1 [|x|2+|y|2+2x2i ],
“2f
“l2=4k(k−1)[s+(|x|
2+|y|2)2+l2]k−2 l2
+2k[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−1.
Since f is radial, the mixed derivatives in Df cancel out, and hence
Df=C
n
i=1
1“2f
“x2i
+
“2f
“y2i
2+Cn
i=1
4(x2i+y
2
i )
“2f
“t2
=16k(k−1)[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−2 (|x|2+|y|2)2 (|x|2+|y|2)
+8nk[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−1 (|x|2+|y|2)
+8k[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−1 (|x|2+|y|2)
+16k(k−1)[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−2 (|x|2+|y|2) l2
+8k[s+(|x|2+|y|2)2+l2]k−1 (|x|2+|y|2).
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Writing z=(x, y) and simplifying, we obtain
Df
f
=
16k(k−1)(|z|4+l2) |z|2
(s+|z|4+l2)2
+
(8nk+16k) |z|2
s+|z|4+l2
=
(16k2+8nk)(|z|4+l2) |z|2
(s+|z|4+l2)2
+
(8nk+16k) |z|2 s
(s+|z|4+l2)2
.
Since 16k2+8nk is minimized when k=−n/4, we have
Df
f
\ −n2
(|z|4+l2) |z|2
(s+|z|4+l2)2
+
(8nk+16k) |z|2 s
(s+|z|4+l2)2
.
By Theorem 8.3.4 in [D], we know, since q=2n+2,
F 5((q−2)/2)2 (|z|4+l2) |z|2
(s+|z|4+l2)2
−
(8nk+16k) |z|2 s
(s+|z|4+l2)2
6 f2(z, l) dz dl
[ F |Nf(z, l) |2 dz dl.
The theorem is proven by letting sQ 0. Here we remark that Theorem 8.3.4
in [D], stated for the Euclidean case, still holds for the current case. The
proof is identical. L
Remark. (a) From the above computation we know that
Df=−((q−2)/2)2
|z|2
(|z|4+l2)
f
when f=(|z|4+t2)−n/4=d(X)−n. Hence the operator −D−V is not non-
negative if V=a(|z|2/(s+|z|4+l2)) with a > ((q−2)2/2)
(b) Here we present some examples of positive global solutions to
(1.1) when 0 < a [ ag=n2. For convenience we write V1=|z|2/(|z|4+l2).
For any a < 0 and f=(|z|4+l2)a, the above computation with s=0
shows
Df
f
=
(16a2+8na) |z|2
|z|4+l2
except at the origin. Thus u(X, t) — f(X) is a solution to Eq. (1.1) except at
the origin iff
0=Df+aV1f=f 1Dff +aV1 2=(16a2+8na+a) |z|
2
|z|4+l2
f.
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That is,
a=
−n± `n2−a
4
.
Taking a=(−n−`n2−a )/4, since 0 < a [ n2, we know that f ¥ L1(Hn).
By the weak maximum principle, problem (1.1) has a global nonnegative
solution u when the initial value satisfies
0 [ u0(X) [K(|Z|4+l2)a
with K > 0. Moreover
0 [ u(x, t) [K(|Z|4+l2)a
for all X ¥Hn and t \ 0.
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Note added in proof. Recently, we have refined the method of [CM] to cover the case
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